Let your vision take shape with new Pendant Multiples by Amerlux®
Oakland, NJ --- Amerlux® adds curved and straight Pendant Multiples offering endless
design possibilities that deliver multiple beams of light from a single housing. The Curved
Pendant Multiple is available with color changing uplight to add visual excitement to any
space. Both pendant and surface mount versions allow accent heads to adjust from fully
recessed to semi-recessed in the field.
“Let your vision take shape with our new Pendant Multiples,” explained Amerlux
CEO/President Chuck Campagna. “Open up a world of design possibilities for commercial,
retail and hospitality spaces when you choose from this versatile range of styles, features
and configurations to set the right scene in any environment.”
Amerlux Pendant Multiples are the latest addition to the popular, high-performing Hornet®
HP and Cylindrix® III Mini LED families. Expand your design horizons with curved and
straight configurations, mixing and matching the fixtures to create visual patterns in any
ceiling or non-ceiling designs. Add in a clean look, easy maintenance, CBCP-focused optics,
and industry-leading output, and pendant multiples are perfectly poised to bring your vision
to light.
Hornet HP LED Pendant Multiples replace conventional sources such as MR16 or metal
halide fixtures with a more efficient, long life energy source that provides better-maintained
and more secure lumens and consistent color rendering, in creative fashion. Fully dimmable
to less than five percent, beams are easily field changed with optical film while LED heads
and drivers are fully replaceable. Energy Star® rated, Hornet HP fixtures provide excellent
control, color and performance and a variety of color temperatures, CRI options and beam
spreads—Narrow Spot, Spot, Narrow Flood, Medium Flood, Flood, and Wide Flood. Hornet
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HP uses an electronic constant current LED driver and ELV or Triac dimming, which ensures
compatibility with existing dimming systems. Trim finishes are offered in White Texture,
Black Texture and Silver Texture. An assortment of options and accessories are available.
Cylindrix III Mini LED Pendant Multiples are powerful, compact die-cast luminaires
engineered to enhance your design aesthetics with a variety of wattages, color
temperatures, and beam spreads down to 8 degrees. Tiny, passively cooled LED heads, with
full dimming capacity, deliver brilliant colors and crispest whites utilizing a patent pending,
field changeable TIR optical system that delivers superior efficacy and lumen output,
extraordinary aesthetics and the best light possible in every metric. The diminutive cylindrical
profile possesses a clean architectural styling to complement today’s interiors and a deeply
recessed light source that enhances visual comfort and control. Triac and ELV dimming are
standard on universal systems ranging from 120-277V. A broad range of lighting control
accessories are accepted, including snoots, linear spread and beam softening lenses, cross
blades and louvers. Black Textured, White Textured and Silver Textured finishes are standard.
Custom finishes are available.
About Amerlux LLC
Light is a visual force that surrounds us all, affecting every moment and aspect of our lives.
Amerlux® understands the lumen/human connection and offers products that deliver
innovative, creative solutions. Great lighting is so much more than harnessing watts and
lumens. Done right, it guides our entire experience of life.
Amerlux speaks the language of light for design and construction professionals around the
world by manufacturing a broad array of optically superior, energy efficient lighting
solutions for the retail, supermarket, hospitality, commercial and exterior lighting markets.
Amerlux products and services include track lighting, recessed downlighting and multiples,
pendants, linear systems, and custom lighting solutions, as well as support for energy
reduction plans that can be used as a guide to state, city and local utility rebate programs
for maximum energy savings and utility incentives. The company’s domestic and
international clients receive the support of Amerlux’s highly trained specification sales force,
as well as expert service from initial design to on-time delivery made possible by
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strategically located manufacturing, warehousing and shipping locations. Discover how the
right light makes all the difference at Amerlux.
Contact:
AMERLUX, LLC
178 Bauer Drive
Oakland, New Jersey 07436
www.amerlux.com
mail@amerlux.com
T 973.882.5010
F 973.882.2605
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